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Enhancing Financial Stability
Getting Beyond Repression

• More specific steps to consider beyond 
repression-instabililty tradeoff
1. Diversify domestic financial systems (# of 

institutions; types of credit) as feasible
2. Repression should focus on regulating 

activities rather than restricting savers
3. Cross-border lending from regional centers 

should be encouraged
4. Macroprudential tools can be useful, but 

primarily with respect to real estate booms
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Lessons from Global Crisis

• Asian resilience following 1990s crises 
• Initial focus on dangers of financial 

innovation, with focus on US
• Evolving consensus

– Comparative rapidity of US financial restructuring
– Financial gains on TARP
– Contrast with protracted fragility in bank‐
dominated Europe 
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Getting beyond the too simple tradeoff
Asian/Repression vs Anglo/Instability

• Legitimate to conclude that: 
– Avoiding crisis is worth a high upfront cost
– Excessive liberalization increases both the risk and 

the cost of financial crises 
• Incorrect to conclude that:

– Bank-based systems are more stable than 
securities/capital markets

– Financial repression is always stabilizing
– All forms of offshore financial intermediation present 

the same risks
– Resolution and capital measures (a la FSB) are a 

sufficient substitute for macroprudential tools 4



Diversify domestic financial systems 
• Resilience comes through diversity of 

institutions in a financial system
– For developing economies, promote local 

banking over centralized national champs
– For emerging markets, promote local bond 

markets (corporate and government)
– For financial centers, promote (vanilla) 

securitization, CP, and venture capital
– For all Asian markets

• Avoid conglomeration of finance (with industry)
• Encourage leading export firms to finance abroad
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Repression should focus on regulating 
activities rather than restricting savers

• Good financial repression is simply strong 
prudential regulation by another name
– Sharp controls on prop trading
– Large capital reserves largely bonds

• Bad financial repression is simply interest 
rate compression and is destabilizing
– Savers will find their way around interest rate 

caps even if border capital controls hold
– Temptation to extract interest rate subsidy 

from trapped savings should be avoided
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Cross-border Financial Integration

• Ambiguous impact on financial stability
– Contagion channel
– But also stabilizing effect: e.g. Baltics, Central & 
Eastern Europe

– Assessment bias of national authorities

• Channel of financial development
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Cross-border lending from 
regional centers should be encouraged

• Maintain a relatively stable flow of 
collateralized lending to new and SMEs

• The home identity of lenders is relatively 
unimportant – what matters is local 
knowledge and lending operations

• Currency mismatches on loans are a risk, 
but so are shortages of credit
– Consider ADB role for creating hedges
– Borrowing in currency of major trading 

partners helps somewhat to mitigate 8



Finance & Information Technology

• Looming convergence, still early stage
• Further erosion of distinction between 

emerging / advanced financial systems
• Challenge to regulatory authorities
• May increase cost of financial repression
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Macroprudential tools can be useful, 
but primarily for real estate booms

• Many Asian economies already have 
some macroprudential toolkits in place

• Very aggressive interventions can work
– Requires both supply and demand side tools
– Easier for developing than financial centers
– Better some automaticity than discretion

• Real estate boom/busts are the most 
important to stop and the most susceptible 
to macroprudential intervention
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Takeaways for Asia

• Importance of financial system diversity
• Pragmatism on financial repression / 

macroprudential policy
• Role of (tangible and intangible) financial 

infrastructure
• Implications for global financial regulatory 

governance
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